
Annual International Meeting – Guide for Program Chairs 

 

Submission portal - https://na.eventscloud.com/eSites/asabe23/Homepage   

Detailed information on the review process is provided on the Guide for Reviewers.  This is a version designed for you, 

expecting that you are already familiar with that process.  

Review Process: 

1. The first week after the abstract deadline is a chance for you to quickly scan for any major abnormalities in your 

community’s sessions.  For example, “incomplete” submissions, submissions that are missing abstract titles or other 

pertinent information, or inappropriate content should be relocated to the Boneyard. 

2. If you identify a submission that is relevant to a different session within your community you can relocate it 

internally. If you identify a submission that is relevant to a different technical community, please email the details to 

that community’s program chair for review (and copy Jessica). 

3. Session allocation and session types. Due to limited meeting space we are not able to exceed the number of sessions 

allocated to each technical community. Sessions will be scheduled in 2.5-hr blocks, as the program chair you have 

several options to manage sessions with large numbers of submissions. Below is a summary of session organization 

options, and requirements of each session type. 

 

Session Type Presentation Length 

(including Q&A) 

Minimum  Maximum 

Standard Oral 15 minutes 8 (120 minutes) 10 (150 minutes) 

Lightning  5 minutes  18 (100 minutes) 25 (150 minutes) 

 

Type Special ASE EOPD ES ESH ITSC MS NRES PAFS PRS E-2050 Total 

Total 4 4 4 8 2 22 15 33 8 11 3 114 

 

4. Once you have completed your general review of sessions, your session organizers then select submissions for each 

session and identifying which submissions need to be relocated to the poster session or moved to the boneyard. 

Invited sessions (and invited speakers in case of Hybrid sessions) are required to have talk title and author 

information submitted to Jessica by filling in the GUEST SPEAKER and HYBRID SESSION SCHEDULING spreadsheet 

posted under “Documents” tab on the abstract-submission portal by April 10 or sooner.  You will see these populate 

as I receive them.  Currently there are 50 unspecified TBD submissions I entered that will be assigned as needed.  

Please do not change them. 

 

Steps and Instructions to Move Submissions: 

 

Log into your profile, go to the Submissions tab, scroll down to Submissions for Consideration.  You will only see 

submissions (aka abstracts) in your community.   

https://na.eventscloud.com/eSites/asabe23/Homepage
https://www.asabe.org/Portals/0/Events/2022%20AIM/Guest%20Speaker%20and%20Hybrid%20Session%20Scheduling.xlsx?ver=2022-02-23-162401-337


 

There are options on top of the blue header bar seen above.  This is where you can export, search, and change your list 

view.  Your session organizers cannot export.  If they have a large session and request an excel sheet, use the CSV/ZIP 

option.  Also, the organizers will not see any submissions that show “incomplete” under the column Submission 

Completeness.  Many times, this is an author error and can be corrected by clicking into the abstract and changing it to 

complete and saving.  This will allow it to show up in the session for your organizer.   

 

The submission is now opened under the “Information” in the above screen grab.  NOTE THAT YOU CAN DELETE.  Please 

do not delete.  All fields are editable by you, use caution navigating through the submissions.  The three drop down 

fields are available for you to edit as needed.   

o Submission Status-where you can change from incomplete to complete.  

o Submission Subgroup-to change the submission to another session within your community.   

o Submission Group-to change technical communities.  Once you change that, the sessions will update to reflect 

that community.   

o Communicate with the other community chair BEFORE moving abstracts to their sessions.   

o “Boneyard” Submission Group for temporary holding and rejected abstracts, use this if you need to 

move it out of your session before reaching the other chair.  This is where all the homeless abstracts will 

be.  You can go here to search for fillers if you have sessions that are short.  Boneyard abstracts will not 

be in the program after the review process closes.   

o Add to Favorites-can be used and does not affect anything else (that I can tell so far).  This is a new feature and I 

believe is just a way to sort.  If you find out differently, let me know. 

o At the bottom of this document are two bonus screen grabs of the search filter.  There are many options that 

you can search with and for larger communities it can be great.  If you have a feeling that someone deleted a 

submission, you can even search through all the deleted abstracts to confirm.  I can reinstate those, just email 

me.   



o You can freely move abstracts from oral sessions to poster session as we clearly state that oral presentations are 

not guaranteed.   

o Moving an abstract from POSTER TO ORAL is not advised.  Contact the author first for their consent if you feel 

that you would like to have them in the oral session.  

o As you are working through the sessions, you should start considering which sessions should be the Lightning 

Sessions.   

o Lightning session speakers will submit their 12- to 15- minute presentation BEFORE AIM (deadline to be 

determined).  It will be recorded and available on-demand during the meeting to registered attendees 

via the app and through the OpenWater platform similar to 2021 AIM.  During AIM, Lightning sessions 

will have these speakers present a summary 3-5 minutes long (including Q&A).  These sessions will still 

be 2.5 hours, but will be able to have up to 25 speakers.  *There will NOT be any live streaming sessions.  

This is only for on-demand videos. 

You can click through the “Applicant” and “Reviews” data in the open submission (that follow “Information” above) to 

see the information that resides there.  You shouldn’t need much of it though if your organizers are doing what they 

need to.  Occasionally, you will have an organizer that used SAVE & SUBMIT prematurely, locking themselves out of 

editing further.  You can go in and either delete that review or edit it as needed.  The biggest goal for me is to have the 

presentation order complete.  The review data is there for you and the organizers to make informed decisions and to be 

able to justify those decisions.  

Poster Sessions: 

If you want to order your posters, please send an excel sheet as there will be more than what the review box can collect.  

My first priority will be to keep presenter posters together that are showing two posters in one session.  This will not be 

clear to you or me until the May 1 deadline when they confirm their presenter.  If you want to use the ancillary technical 

sub-community drop down fields (see screen grab below) to organize, rather than assigning a number value, this would 

be ideal.  Many submitters do not use these drop downs but you can certainly assign a value here. I will sort using this, if 

available for the full poster session.   



  



 



 

 


